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                                                Welcome to Allen Temple!   

We are committed to sharing the love of God and the message of the Good News throughout the world. 
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	Upcoming Events Calendar 
[image: image]See date, time, location, contact information and details for all church and community events! 

		Read More
	


	Strategies For God's Mission
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Upcoming events for Allen Temple and the community for the week ahead. Sign up to receive the newsletter.

		Read More
	


	ATBC Community
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Update your profile, view the members directory & events, make donations, view your giving history.

		Read More
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Prevention is Power: Join us in Taking Action for Health Equity

In April, we commemorate National Minority Health Month, a time to raise awareness about health disparities that persist among racial and ethnic minorities. This year’s theme - “Prevention is Power: Taking Action for Health Equity” - embodies the ambitious goal put forward by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to achieve “a nation free of disparities in health and health care.”


Despite some recent progress in addressing health disparities, great challenges remain. Minorities are far more likely than non-Hispanic whites to suffer from chronic conditions, many of which are preventable. This is a particularly troubling statistic, because chronic diseases account for seven of the ten leading causes of death in our nation.


For example, African Americans, American Indians and Alaska Natives are twice as likely to be diagnosed with diabetes and Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders are more than three times as likely to receive the same diagnosis. And Latinos are twice as likely to die from liver cancer.


While these persistent disparities are deeply troubling, there are some hopeful trends. The gap in life expectancy between African Americans and non-Hispanic whites has been closing, and is now the smallest it’s been since these statistics have been tracked.


Additionally, seasonal flu vaccination coverage has tripled for children over the past four years and has contributed to a reduction in vaccination disparities among minority children.
Thanks to the Affordable Care Act, health coverage is now more affordable and accessible for millions of Americans, including minority groups. For minority populations, the law addresses inequities in access to quality and affordable coverage.


The impact of the Affordable Care Act on communities across our nation is transformative. Over seven million African Americans, nearly four million Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, and over eight million Latinos with private insurance now have access to expanded preventive services with no cost sharing. This includes screening for colon cancer, Pap smears and mammograms for women, well-child visits, and flu shots for children and adults. Communities across the country are now stronger because the law invests in creating healthier communities, strong public health infrastructure, and preventing disease before it starts.


So please make sure you are following the best practice standards of care by seeing your doctor for regular visits and screening exams; eating a healthy, well balanced diet; getting plenty of exercise and reducing your stress level when possible.

To learn more about National Minority Health Month and what HHS is doing to achieve health equity, please visit www.minorityhealth.hhs.gov.
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Serving GOD...Serving the People...

            Loving GOD...Loving the People...
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              Expanding Our Knowledge Base 

               Listen to Pastor E's outreach commentary
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United Men Of Allen Temple


	                	

                	

           

	


                

            

                    

                
        

    

																				
					
						
     			            
           	
	           		                	
	                		


	The Children's Ministry at Allen Temple
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	Bethsaida Counseling Services
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	Health Education Ministry
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	Legacy Giving at Allen Temple
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	Scholarship Opportunities at Allen Temple
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	Weekly Bible Study



From the Heart of Pastor Jacqueline Thompson



Meditations for Healthy Living with Yvonne McLean



Prayer and Fasting Group
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	Join Us On Sunday



Attend Sunday School



Visit the Media Store
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	Sign up for the Allen Temple Newsletter!
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Support Allen Temple Baptist Church by using Amazon Smile.
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